2013 Award Recipients

Orsola Capovilla-Searle '15 of Mexico - Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowship
Sowmya Srinivasin '13 of New Jersey - Mary Louise Cookson Prize in Mathematics
Alicia Lozano '13 of California - MIT Lincoln Labs Research Award: Math
Pan Xie '13 of China - MIT Lincoln Labs Research Award: Math
Alexandra Bianca Boranda '13 of Romania - Charlotte Angas Scott Prize in Mathematics
Shuning Yan '13 of China - Charlotte Angas Scott Prize in Mathematics
Hao Jiang '13 of China - Anna Pell Wheeler Prize in Mathematics
Yue Shao '13 of China - Anna Pell Wheeler Prize in Mathematics
Qian Wu '13 of China - Anna Pell Wheeler Prize in Mathematics
Mengjie Pan '14 of China - Maria L. Eastman Brooke Hall Memorial Scholarship
Elizabeth Rock '14 of Massachusetts - The Georgette Chapman Phillips '81 Scholarship
Qing Du '15 of China - Gail Ann Schweiter Prize
Elizabeth Rock '14 of Massachusetts - Thomas Raeburn White Scholarship